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Immersive Experiences Week 1

The Murder Trial

Over the course of two days, you will enter the world of criminal law by following a
simulated trial from the moment of arrest through to verdict

You will represent either prosecution or defence and act as a lawyer in the proceedings

Review initial police disclosures, discuss interview strategy, and represent the police or
the defendants during the live police interview

Act out an application for bail

Make closing and opening court speeches

Cross-examine witnesses

Feedback from real criminal lawyers

Corporate Law

Step into the shoes of a corporate lawyer on the top floor of a London skyscraper

Learn from top corporate lawyers and understand the skills you need

Corporate law simulation: enter a legal negotiation on behalf of an international
company wanting to acquire another

Receive live feedback from expert corporate lawyers on your negotiation approach

Family Law

Analyse a high-profile divorce case and decide the correct legal advice

Serve as the family lawyer representing the clients at trial

Read and interpret expert witness statements and forensic evidence

Defend your client’s wishes and try to get the best outcome for them

Receive live feedback from family lawyers on your performance
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Immersive Experiences Week 2

Human Rights: Enter Amnesty International & The Supreme Court

Over the course of two days, you will immerse yourself in human rights law by engaging

with essential human rights, advocacy coaching, and culminating in advocating for your

client in a ground-breaking human rights case. 
Meet professionals in a world-renowned NGO, fighting to protect human rights around
the world

Changing lives: discover the ways in which law can be used to address and tackle
societal issues and concerns

Coaching by expert barristers on how to become a powerful public speaker

Learn key advocacy techniques: refining arguments, using body language, selecting
particular words for emphasis, and perfecting and varying your intonation

Analyse a high-profile human rights case and prepare to advocate for your client

Deliver your legal submissions in the Supreme Court, with a barrister acting as a judge

Receive feedback from expert advocates on your performance

Public Law

Meet public law experts and learn about the ways in which law touches all areas of life

Work in teams looking into a suspicious death in police custody

Defend the public in a nation-wide public inquiry in medical malpractice

International Law and Treaty Negotiation

Understand the high-profile world of international law

Conflict scenario: an international conflict has broken out and a compromise needs to be
achieved

Come up with the best-case scenario for your allotted country

Negotiate and fight for treaty terms

Consider key areas such as: human rights protection, education and international trade

Networking Event With Top Lawyers

Take part in a private networking session with top lawyers
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Put your newfound knowledge to the test

Have your burning questions answered by those in the know

Receive valuable advice from experts in the field


